Sailing Through History with
Sym posium-On-Board
UFUK Kocabaş, işil ÖZsait-Kocabaş, tanEr gülEr, EVrEn türKmEnoğlU

Within the frame of the LIMEN Project, we had a nine-day
sailing trip from the Archipelagos to the “inhospitable” Pontus Euxinus holding an international on-board-symposium
“City-Ports from the North
Aegean to the Black Sea. Medieval – Modern Networks”. The
participants thus had a chance

to study the city-ports from the
points of archaeology, history
and art history, and to discuss
seafaring routes, preservation
of the cultural heritage as well
as tourism itineraries by delivering papers. The symposium created the sphere for sharing very
valuable and technical information regarding the richly varied

cultural heritage of our region,
its sustainability, and its healthy
transfer to the future and relevant implementations.

G r e e c e – A t he n s ,
F r i d ay , 2 1 st A u g u s t 2 0 15
The international symposium
was held on board Emerald
Princess cruise ship setting off
from Athens (Fig. 1). About one
hundred participants from nine
countries attended the sessions
and a total of fifty-seven papers
were delivered. The cruise ship
starting from Athens visited Volos, Chios, Constanta, Varna and

Fig. 1 Emerald Princess is one
of the largest cruise ships in
the world.
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Istanbul harbours respectively,
moving from the Aegean into the
Black Sea.

Fig. 2 Opening lecture of the
exhibition at the Archaeological
Museum of Piraeus garden, Prof.
Manolis Giannadakis.

Fig. 3 Concert of Underground Youth
Orchestra.

Piraeus, the harbour of Athens located 12 km away, was
the starting point for the cruise
ship. In addition to the main
harbour there are lesser harbours such as Paşalimanı (Marina Zeas) and Mikrolimano
(Turkolimano). In addition to
being the most important port
of Greece, the area is also known
as an entertainment centre with
restaurants on the sea. The first
activity of the Project was held
at the Archaeological Museum
of Piraeus on Friday, August 21st,
2015. Here we joined the opening of the modern art exhibition
titled “Ode to the Sea” prepared
by the students of Department
of Visual and Applied Arts of
the School of Fine Arts of the
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki under the supervision of
Prof. Giorgos Tsakiris and Prof.
Manolis Giannadakis (Fig. 2).
After the opening of the exhibition, the “Underground Youth
Orchestra” gave a concert with
famous Greek and international
songs (Fig. 3). In the course of
the reception at the museum
garden the participants were
able to explore the rich collection and bronze statues of the
hosting museum oldu (Fig. 4-56-7-8).
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Fig. 4 Bronze statue of a Piraeus Artemis.
It dates from the mid-4th century and is
attributed to the sculptor Euphranor.
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Fig. 5 Detail from Piraeus Artemis.
Artemis. It dates from the mid-4th century
and is attributed to the sculptor Euphranor.

Fig. 6-7 Pottery and
figurine collection of the
Archaeological Museum
of Piraeus.

Fig. 8 Chairedemos and Lykeas
(and Rahmi Asal), Piraeus Museum.
Funerary stele of two young
hoplites, who presumably died in
the Peloponnesian war, c. 420.
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G re e c e - P i r e us ,
Saturday, August 22nd 2015

Fig. 9-10 Athenian Acropolis
with the Parthenon Temple.

Fig. 11 The Odeon of Herodes
Atticus is a stone theatre structure
located on the southwest slope of
the Acropolis of Athens.

On our second day at Athens
our first venue was the Athenian
Acropolis with the Parthenon
Temple (Fig. 9). This temple
dedicated to Athena is known
for the sculpture on its exterior
and it was built in the Doric order in the fifth century BC (Fig.
10). Our second stop here was
the new Acropolis Museum,
which was opened in 2009 in the
southeast of the acropolis hill
(Fig. 11). The museum’s physical connection with the works
on top of which it was built is
as interesting as the artefacts on
display in it (Fig. 12-13-14-15).
Beginning of cruise, Departure at 20.00 from Port of Piraeus. The first activity on board
was the reception given by Corvus Travel. This was especially
fruitful for getting us acquainted

Fig.12-13 The new Acropolis Museum lies on the archaeological
site of Makrygianni and the ruins of a part of Roman and early
Byzantine Athens.

with the symposium venue. It
was not that easy to discover
other parts of the 15-story tall
floating skyscraper. The first
day ended with emergency manoeuvres and gala dinner.

Fig. 14 After crossing the ground floor lobby
towards the turn styles of the Museum, the first
collection lies before the visitor. An ascending,
wide glass-floored gallery houses finds from
the slopes of the Acropolis. The occasionally
transparent floor provides a view of the
archaeological excavation, while its upward
slope alludes to the ascent to the Acropolis.

Fig. 15 Lamp in the shape of a warship. End of
5th century BC.
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Greece – V o l o s,
Sunday, 22 nd August 2015
The first en route stop of the
cruise was the port city of Volos
in ancient Magnesia region, one
of the oldest settlement areas in
Greece. Volos, now part of Thessaly, is one of the most important port cities of Greece. On our
visit to Volos we visited the Archaeological Museum, and the
replica of the Argo ship, as well
as an important monument of
industrial heritage, namely the
Rooftile and Brickworks Museum N. & S. Tsalapatas.
One of the most important archaeological sites of Volos is the
Neolithic site of Sesklo, which
was discovered at the end of the
nineteenth century and then excavated. This site not only casts
light onto the Neolithic period
of the Balkans but also has connection with the Neolithic strata
of Hacılar Höyüğü in Central
Anatolia. That Sesklo had “sea
trade” with Milos Island in this
period puts it into our span of
interest.
We were welcomed by the
legendary Argo ship’s replica
at the harbour of Volos (Fig.
16-17). Sailors of the Argo, or
more commonly known as Argonauts were a group of heroes,
who lived in the Mycenaean
period, fourteenth century BC,

Fig. 16-17-18 Argo
ship’s replica at the
harbour of Volos.
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before the Trojan Wars in the
Greek mythology. They appear
in a myth in which Jason went
to Colchis thought to be in the
eastern Black Sea to look for the
Golden Fleece. The heroes were
named after the ship they em-

Fig. 19 The Roof
tile and Brickworks
Museum N. & S.
Tsalapatas.

Fig. 20-21-22-23. Museum presents daily life in
the factory, as well as all the production stages of
different types of bricks and tiles. Its objective is
to showcase the historical identity of the town of
Volos and to contribute to the preservation and
promotion of its industrial heritage.

barked, Argo, which literally
means “swift”. The ship with
fifty oars actually was named after Argos, its builder. The Golden Fleece symbolises the wealth
and power in Greek mythology.
It was hanging on an oak tree in

Colchis and was guarded by the
giant Serpent. Jason, the leader
of the Argonauts, managed to
get hold of the Golden Fleece
after a long journey on board a
galley and much struggle.
This replica was built in 2007
as per the shipbuilding traditions of its time (Fig. 18). This
warship-style galley was furnished with a bronze ram at its
bow in order to attack enemy
ships.
The Rooftile and Brickworks
Museum N. & S. Tsalapatas was
founded by Nikolaos and Spyridon Tsalapatas and is considered an industrial heritage
(Fig. 19). This factory manufactured bricks and roof tiles but it
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Fig. 24 Opening speech of the Melik Ayaz,
General Directorate of Cultural Heritage and
Museums, Head of Department of Excavations
(Turkey)

Fig. 25 Presentatıon of the LIMEN
Project, Dr. Flora Karagianni.

Fig. 26 Keynote address, Prof. Dr.
Evangelos Chrysos.

stopped production when baked
clay products were replaced by
others in modern constructions
(Fig. 20-21). Then it was converted to a museum (Fig. 22-23).

Our second venue was the
Nea Moni Monastery located 12
km away from the island’s centre; it was built by three monks
in 1042 and it is one of the biggest tourist attractions of the is-

land. Nea Moni Monastery was
at its height when it was under
the Byzantine hegemony; it is reported that there were about one
thousand monks at the monastery at its peak time (Fig. 29).
Nea Moni Monastery features
typical examples of Byzantine
mosaic art executed by masters
from the capital (Fig. 30-31).

Fig. 27-28 Visit at “Mastichoxoria” (Mastic Villages).

Fig. 29 Nea Moni Monastery

The academic program of our
symposium started the same day
that with the opening speeches
and the first two sessions; in the
mean time, the cruise ship continued its route towards Chios
Island (Fig. 24-25-26).

Greece – C h i o s I sland ,
Monday, 24 th August 2015
The island was an important
wine production centre of antiquity and also exported mastic. Mastic is used for treating
stomach problems and in food
as aroma. Here we were able to
visit a production site and see
each step one by one after the
mastic was harvested from the
tree (Fig. 27-28).
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Fig. 30-31-32 The interior is
decorated with superb mosaics
on a gold background, among the
finest examples of the Byzantine era.

Our next stop on the island
was the Mesta Village, a very
well-preserved medieval settlement located 35 km away from
the centre. This village with
unique architecture was built in

the Byzantine period (14th-15th
centuries). Only two gates lead
into village, which features
narrow alleys and houses built
adjoining each other leaving no
gaps in between (Fig. 33-34).

Following the trip on Chios
Island the participants conducted the third and fourth sessions of the symposium back
on board the Emerald Princess
(Fig. 35-36).

Fig. 35-36 Transportation from Chios
to cruise ship by boats.

Fig. 33-34 Mesta Village
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On Board,
Tuesday, 25 th August 2015
The cruise ship entered the
Dardanelles early in the morning and with the announcement
by the captain of the ship the
passengers were invited to a
minute’s silence in memory of
those who fell in the Gallipoli
Battle a century ago (Fig. 37).
The voyage from Chios Island to Constanta port of Romania was a full day of sailing
when the fifth, sixth and seventh sessions of the symposium
were held on board (Fig. 38). Ar-

Fig. 39-40 Bosporus

Fig. 37 Çanakkale Martyrs' Memorial.

rival into the Bosporus from the
Sea of Marmara was a moment
awaited with great enthusiasm
by all the passengers on board

Fig. 38 Full day of sailing and symposium.

(Fig. 39-40). The Emerald Princess sailed up the gorgeous Bosporus and in the darkness of the
night to Constanta (Fig. 41-42).

Fig. 41-42
Emerald Princes
going through
the Bosporus.
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Fig. 43-44 The Port of
Constanta is located on the
western coast of the Black Sea.

R o ma n i a – C o n s t a n t a ,
Wednesday, 27th August 2015
Our first venue in the Black
Sea was Constanta, a port city of
Romania (Fig. 43-44). Constanta,
or ancient Tomis, was founded
as a Greek colony in the seventh century BC. Maritime activities always had a great part
in the city’s economy through-

out the history. Today the city
has a population about 300,000
people. Tomis is mentioned in
the legendary voyage of the Argonauts; this is where Jason set
foot on land after he got hold of
the Golden Fleece. First we visited the National Museum of History and Archaeology located in
the old city (Fig. 45-46). The visit
was organised by our Project
partners and we were welcomed
by the rich archaeological collection (Fig. 47-48). Among leading
pieces to see in this museum are
the figurines of “sitting woman”
and “the thinker”, dated to the
fifth millennium BC (Fig. 49).
Among other monuments visited in the old city are the Genoese Lighthouse, SS Peter and
Paul’s Cathedral, and the King’s
Mosque rebuilt on the place

Fig. 47-48 Collection
of the museum

Fig. 45-46 National history and
archaeology museum from Constanta.
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Fig. 49 The figurines of “sitting woman”
and “the thinker

Fig. 50 A street toward to the harbour.

of the former Big Mahmudiya
Mosque in 1910 (Fig. 50-51-5253). The first half of the day was
concluded with a lunch at the
museum (Fig. 54).

Another ancient city we visited was the ancient city of Histria
and its archaeological museum
near the mouth of the Danube
River (Fig. 55-56-57-58).

Fig. 51 One of the iconic buildings in the
Romanian seaside city of Constanta, the Casino.

Fig. 54. Lunch at the museum.

Fig. 52-53 King’s
Mosque rebuilt on the
place of the former Big
Mahmudiya Mosque.

Fig. 55. Ancient city of Histria.
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The eighth and last session of
the symposium closed the day
and the program (Fig. 59).

B ul ga r i a – B ur ga s –
Va r n a – Ne s e ba r ,
Thursday, 27 th August 2015

Fig. 56-57-58 Histria
Museum.

Fig. 59 Last session
of the symposium.

Our second venue at the
Black Sea was Burgas in Bulgaria. From there the participants got on buses and drove
to Varna, the biggest port city of
Bulgaria and visited the Varna
Archaeological Museum with
the organisation of our Project
partners (Fig. 60). Unique finds
from the Varna Necropolis,
which were admired by all (Fig.
61), constitute the oldest gold
jewellery collection of the world
and dated to 4,600 to 4,200 BC
(Fig. 62-63-64). Rated among
top with its exhibition techniques a visit to the Varna Museum is a must for every visitor
to this city (Fig. 65-66-67-6869). On the way back we were
able to stop shortly at Nesebar
(ancient Mesembria). The lunch
was at the enchanting Varna
Museum accompanied with a
mini concert (Fig. 70).
An important touristic venue today Nesebar was actually
founded as a colony by Megarians in the sixth century BC. It was
an important port city during the
Byzantine period (Fig. 71).
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Fig. 60 The Dormition
of the Mother of God
Cathedral is the largest
and most famous
Bulgarian Orthodox
cathedral in the port city
of Varna, and the second
largest in Bulgaria.

Fig. 61 Varna
Archaeological
Museum

Fig. 62-63-64
The Varna Necropolis
findings.
Fig. 65-66-67-68-69 Collection
of the Varna Archaeological
Museum.

Fig. 70. Lunch at the
Varna Museum and
mini concert.

Fig. 71 Nesebar
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Tur k e y – Is t a n bul ,
F r i d ay , 2 8 th A u gu s t 2 0 15
The cruise ship set off from
Burgas in the early evening and
arrived in Istanbul in the early
light of the following morning.
Our visitors setting foot in Istanbul at the Karaköy-Salıpazarı
cruise ship harbour had two
full days to visit the historic
sites of Istanbul, the grandest
city of the trip (Fig. 72-73-74-7576-77-78-79-80-81).

Fig. 72 Galata Tower
was built during the
reign of the Emperor
Justinyanos in 6th
century, İstanbulTurkey.

Fig. 73 Magnificent
Hagia Sophia. Built as a
cathedral in 6th century,
converted to a mosque
after the conquest of
Istanbul, now is being
used as a museum.

The Golden Horn had an
important part in the history of
Istanbul, one of the most important port-cities of the Mediterranean. The entire coastline of
the Golden Horn was suitable
for mooring and anchoring and
provided a large shelter for the
ships. It did not require large
pier and mole constructions
for commercial transportation.
This seems to have been valid
until the end of the Byzantine
period.

Fig. 74 Valance Aqueduct completed by
Emperor Valens in the late 4th century AD.

Fig. 75 Basilica Cistern.
This underground
cistern was built in the
6th century.
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When Byzantium was made
Constantinopolis in 330 there
were two harbours side by side
on the Golden Horn side of the
city, namely Prosphorion and
Neorion; they were fortified on
the south side and had a narrow entry on the west side. As
the imperial capital grew in the
fourth century two more harbours were built on the Marmara coast and named after the
emperors of their construction
times – Julian and Theodosius
I. All these four harbours are
listed in the Notitia of Constantinopolis.
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Fig. 76 Famous
Topkapı Palace.
Ottoman Empire was
ruled from this palace
for approximately 4
hundred years. It is a
museum now.

Fig. 77 The Imperial
Hall (Hünkâr Sofası),
also known as the
Imperial Sofa, Throne
Room Within or Hall of
Diversions, is a domed
hall in the Harem,
believed to have been
built in the late 16th
century.

Fig. 78 Dolmabahçe
Palace is in the
Beşiktaş district of
Istanbul, served as the
main administrative
center of the
Ottoman Empire from
1856 to 1922.

Fig. 79 Haydarpaşa
Historic Train Station

Fig. 80 Ortaköy Mosque

Fig. 81 Istanbul
Archaeological
Museum. It has
one of the biggest
archaeological
collection in the
world.
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cultural lives were documented
photographically. In all these
cities compositions and filming
of the local people and tourists,
architectural attractions, cultural-artistic lives, and urban lives
were carried out. The exhibition
organised by the Istanbul University presented over twenty
photographs from these seven
port-cities. The exhibition was
open to public visit at M. Rahmi Koç Museum’s enchanting
Lengerhane hall from 29 August to 30 November 2015 (Fig.
83-84). Photographs taken were
also published in the exhibition
catalogue of the same name.

Fig. 82 Illustration
of 9th century
Byzantine era ship
replica Yenikapı 12.

Rescue excavations conducted at Yenikapı located in the
“historic peninsula” from 2004
onward by the Istanbul Archaeological Museums brought to
light the Theodosian Harbour,
one of the largest harbours on
the Marmara coast of Byzantine
Constantinopolis. In addition
to thousands of artefacts the
assembly of thirty-seven medieval shipwrecks uncovered
constitute the largest collection
of its kind from a single site. Istanbul University’s Department
of Conservation of Marine Archaeological Objects excavated
twenty-three merchantmen and
four galleys, which have al-

lowed us to investigate in detail
the shipbuilding’s evolution
from shell-first to frame-first
philosophy. Studies that will
shed light onto the maritime
history of this ancient city continue (Fig. 82).

P h o t o gr a p h E x hi bi t i o n :
T h re e Se a s Se v e n
Harbo ur s
Research and filming within the frame of LIMEN Project were completed on 20 August. Thessaloniki and Kavala
in Greece, Varna in Bulgaria,
Constanta in Romania, Batumi
in Georgia, Odessa in Ukraine
were visited, and urban and

Fig. 83- 84 Opening of the photograph
exhibition: Three Seas Seven Harbours, M. Rahmi
Koç Museum’s Lengerhane hall.
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Turk ey – I st anb u l,
Saturday, 29 th August 2015
On this final day of the cruise
a group of participants visited the
archaeological site of Küçükyalı
on the Asian side (Fig. 85). Then
the group sailed to Heybeli Ada
and visited the Library of the
Theological School of Chalki
(Fig. 86).
Thus ended the nine-daylong symposium and event program as planned. We would like
to express our gratitude to all
those who contributed and participated (Fig. 87).

Fig. 85 Archaeological
site of Küçükyalı

Fig. 86 Theological
School of Chalki

Fig. 87 Group photograph of the participants of City-Ports
from the North Aegean to the Black Sea. Medieval –
Modern Networks
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